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The b polarization in hadronic Z decays is measured in semileptonic
decays from the average energies of the charged lepton and the neutrino. In
a data sample of approximately 3 million hadronic Z decays collected by the
ALEPH detector at LEP between 1991 and 1994, 462  31 b candidates
are selected using (+){lepton correlations. From this event sample, the b
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1 Introduction
In the standard model of electroweak interactions, quarks are produced in Z decays
with high longitudinal polarization due to parity violation in the decay. At the Z







where vq and aq are the vector and axial couplings of the quarks to the Z boson,
respectively.
With sin2W = 0:23, the b quark longitudinal polarization is expected to be
Pb =  0:94. Hard gluon emission and mass eects change the polarization by 3%
[1], leaving the initial b quark polarization almost unchanged at the time of hadron
formation. However, in the hadronization process, part or all of the initial b quark
polarization may be lost by the nal hadron state due to spin{spin forces in the b
hadron.
The b mesons always cascade down to spin zero pseudoscalar states which do not
retain any polarization information. In contrast, hadronization to b baryons might
preserve a large fraction of the initial b quark polarization [2, 3]. In particular, the
lightest b baryon state, b, is expected to carry the constituent b quark spin since
the light quarks are arranged in a spin-0 and isospin-0 singlet in the constituent
quark model. Higher mass baryonic states (b and 

b) are expected to transfer
little of their polarization in their hadronic decays to b, implying that the net b
polarization in an inclusive b sample is somewhat reduced. The expected value of
the b polarization is estimated in Ref. [3]. From recent results on b production
[4] and 
()
b production [5], the b polarization is expected, in the limit of totally
incoherent b and 

b resonances, to retain 736% of the initial b quark polarization.
A measurement of the sign of the b polarization would determine unambigu-
ously the chirality of the b quark coupling to the weak charged current [6].
2 The ALEPH detector
A detailed description of the ALEPH detector and its performance can be found in
Ref. [7, 8]. Charged particles are detected in the central part of the detector con-
sisting of a precision vertex detector (VDET), a cylindrical multi-wire drift chamber
(ITC) and a large time projection chamber (TPC). Surrounding the beam pipe, the
VDET consists of two concentric layers of double-sided silicon detectors, positioned
at average radii of 6.5 cm and 11.3 cm, and covering respectively 85% and 69% of
the solid angle. The intrinsic spatial resolution of the VDET is 12 m for the r
coordinate and between 11 m and 22 m for the z coordinate, depending on the
polar angle of the charged particle. The ITC, at radii between 16 cm and 26 cm,
provides up to 8 coordinates per track in the r view while the TPC measures
up to 21 three-dimensional points per track at radii between 30 cm and 180 cm.
It also serves to separate charged particle species with up to 338 measurements
of the specic ionization (dE/dx). The three detectors are immersed in an axial
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magnetic eld of 1.5 T and together provide a transverse momentum resolution of
(1=pT ) = 0:6  10 3 (GeV=c) 1.
Electrons and photons are identied in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
a lead-proportional chamber sandwich segmented into 15 mrad  15 mrad projec-
tive towers which are read out in three sections in depth. Muons are identied in
the hadron calorimeter (HCAL), a seven interaction length yoke interleaved with 23
layers of streamer tubes, together with two additional double layers of muon cham-
bers.
The total visible energy in the detector is determined with an energy ow al-
gorithm [8] which combines measurements from dierent detector components, to
achieve a relative precision of 0:60=
q
E=GeV. This algorithm is used in the present
analysis to compute the missing energy in the b hadron hemisphere.
3 b selection and analysis procedure
The fraction of initial b quark polarization that survives hadronization to a b
is studied using the inclusive semileptonic decay b ! Xc `  `, where Xc is any
charmed hadron state. This decay channel is copiously produced and can be tagged
using the charge correlation between the lepton and a + combination which is
frequently present in the cascade decay of the charmed hadron.
To evaluate the b polarization from inclusive b semileptonic decays, the me-
thod of Ref. [9] is adopted which consists of measuring the ratio of the average
energy of the lepton to that of the neutrino, y = hE`i=hE i. This ratio y has a








The uncertainty on the term O(m2c=m2b) induces an error on Pb of a few percent.
This method is more sensitive to b polarization than other proposed methods[10]
for the following reasons.
 In the inclusive limit, the energy and the angular distributions of the lepton
and the neutrino dier from those from free quark decay, b ! c `  `, only
to order (QCD=mb)
2  1% [11]. The major theoretical uncertainty in the
description of the decay is due to the unknown quark masses. Exclusive meth-
ods, on the contrary, suer from large theoretical uncertainties associated to
poorly known form factors.
 The lepton average energy is, up to m2c=m2b terms, proportional to 7   Pb ,
and increases with increasing left{handedness. The neutrino average energy
is, up to  terms, proportional to 6 + 2Pb and decrease with increasing left{
handedness. If the correlation between the charged lepton and neutrino ener-
gies is taken into account, their ratio is statistically four times more sensitive
than the lepton energy alone.
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 The b boost cancels out exactly in the ratio of energies. Hence this ratio is
independent of hadronization eects and modelling.
 The uncertainty in the energy scale associated with the unknown mass of
the recoiling charm system cancels in the ratio, with the exception of the
O(m2c=m2b) term.
This analysis has therefore theoretical errors of a few percent and good statistical
sensitivity.
3.1 b selection
This analysis is based on a sample of 2,988,819 hadronic Z decays recorded with the
ALEPH detector from 1991 to 1994, selected as described in Ref. [12]. Semileptonic
b decay candidates are selected using the charge correlation between a 
+ system
and a lepton in the same hemisphere. The requirement of the additional + expected
in the dominant b ! c ! X+ decay provides a better signal-to-noise ratio in
the sample. Throughout this letter, \lepton" refers to either electron or muon, and
charge conjugate reactions are implied.
Events are divided in two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis. For a reliable measurement of the missing energy it is important to have well
contained events in the detector. Each event is required to have j cos thrustj < 0:85,
where thrust is the polar angle of the thrust axis.
 candidates are reconstructed, in the channel  ! p , with an algorithm
which ts two oppositely charged particle tracks to a common vertex [8]. To re-
duce the combinatorial background, the  momentum is required to be in excess of
3 GeV=c and the  decay vertex at least 5 cm from the interaction point. Photon
conversions and K0S candidates are rejected as described in Ref. [13]. The dE/dx
measurements for the two  daughter tracks are required, when available, to be
within three standard deviations of those expected for a proton and a pion. The
selected  candidates are then combined with pions with momentum higher than
0:2 GeV=c. Since events with a +c semileptonic decay may contribute to the miss-
ing energy in the + hemisphere, it is required that the pion candidate be not
identied as a lepton. The invariant mass of the + system is required to be less
than 2:35 GeV=c2 and the 2 probability of the + vertex t must be larger than
1%.
The selected + candidates are combined with identied leptons of momen-
tum p` > 3 GeV=c and transverse momentum with respect to the associated jet of
pT > 1 GeV=c. Finally the (
+)` system is required to have an invariant mass
less than 5.8 GeV=c2, the 2 probability of the (+)` common vertex t must be
larger than 1%, the angle between the  and the lepton is required to be less than
45o, and the cosine of the angle between the vector joining the primary vertex and
the (+)` vertex and the (+)` momentum must be positive.
The resulting p  invariant mass distributions of the (+)`  and the (+)`+





































Figure 1: The p  invariant mass distributions (a) for the right{sign (+)`  sample
and (b) the wrong{sign (+)`+ sample in the 1991-1994 data. The shaded areas
show the selected events within the momentum dependent mass window cut (see
text).
in Fig. 1. The excess of (+)`  events over (+)`+ is attributed to b semi-
leptonic decays. Right{ and wrong{sign (+)` candidates are selected using a
momentum dependent mass window cut of 2:5 (p) around the nominal  mass,
where (p) is the  mass resolution at momentum p as shown by the shaded areas
of Fig. 1. The excess of (+)`  over (+)`+ events is 462  31.
The right{sign sample consists of two components, i) the genuine signal; and ii)
background events mainly due to accidental combinations of a real or a fake (+)
in association with a real or a fake lepton. The contribution from physics back-
ground processes [13] is small. The wrong{sign sample consists mainly of accidental
combinations but a small fraction of events is due to combinations between a lepton
from b semileptonic decay and a  from fragmentation.
The selection eciency is determined from a Monte Carlo simulation of direct
and cascade b [14] subsequently decaying semileptonically and leading to a 
+
in the hadronic decay sequence. The selection eciency of b originating from the
decay of b or 

b is expected to be (8:220:15)%, while direct b are selected with
an eciency of (8:78 0:16)%. This bias toward direct b decays tends to increase
the measured b polarization by 2.5% and is neglected.
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3.2 Neutrino energy measurement
The neutrino energy is measured from the missing energy in the (+) lepton hemi-
sphere:
E = Etot   Evis ; (3)
where Evis is the visible energy in the (
+)` hemisphere, measured by the energy
ow algorithm [8]. Here Etot is the expected hemisphere energy, i:e: the beam energy











Here msame is the visible invariant mass of the (
+)` hemisphere and moppo is the
mass of the opposite hemisphere.
From Monte Carlo simulation of the b semileptonic decays, the neutrino energy
resolution obtained with this method is E = 3:1 GeV.
3.3 Analysis procedure and method
The selection cuts and neutrino energy reconstruction discussed above introduce a
bias in the variable y = hE`i=hE i. These eects can be corrected using from Monte





The value of ydata is measured from the selected data sample and the value of
yMC(0) is extracted from a fully reconstructed Monte Carlo sample of unpolarized
b semileptonic decays using the same selection cuts. Any signicant deviation of
Rdatay from unity would be considered as evidence for b polarization. Fig. 2 shows
the variation of RMCy = yMC(Pb)=yMC(0) with b polarization before and after
reconstruction and selection cuts. At the generator level, the theoretical prediction
Rthy (given by equation (2)) and Monte Carlo simulation agree very well. After
reconstruction and selection cuts, there is a small shift which is taken into account
using the parameterization
RMCy ' Rthy   0:06Pb ; (6)
obtained from Monte Carlo event samples produced with ve dierent polarization
values ( 1:,  0:75,  0:5,  0:25, 0.). The Rdatay value is used to extract the b
polarization value with the RMCy curve.
4 Background subtraction
The charged lepton and the neutrino energy distributions of the right{sign and
wrong{sign samples are shown in Fig. 3. To extract the average charged lepton


















Monte Carlo (generator level)
Monte Carlo (after analysis)
ALEPH (simulation)
Theoretical prediction (corrected)
0. −0.25 −0.50 −0.75 −1.
Figure 2: The variation of RMCy as a function of the b polarization. The solid
curve represents the analytical expression Rthy , the squares are the simulated R
MC
y
values at the generator level for dierent b polarizations, the triangles correspond
to the RMCy values after Monte Carlo event reconstruction and selection cuts and
the dashed line is the analytical expression corrected for the reconstruction and
acceptance eects.
fraction and average charged lepton and neutrino energies of the background in
the right{sign sample must be known. These quantities are determined from the
wrong{sign sample and checked by comparing, in the qq Monte Carlo events, the
wrong{sign sample with the background component in the right{sign sample.
Table 1 shows the sample composition of the wrong{ and right{sign samples
selected from 3.8 million qq Monte Carlo events. The numbers of combinatorial
background events in the right{ and wrong{sign samples are closely similar. The
fraction of b baryon events in the wrong{sign sample is due to a combination between
a lepton originating from b semileptonic decay and a 
+ from fragmentation.
Such a combination is suppressed at 99% level in the right{sign sample, because a
fragmentation  associated with the b tends to have a baryon number opposite to
that from the b cascade decay.
The comparison of the wrong{sign samples in data and Monte Carlo (see Ta-
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Figure 3: The charged lepton and neutrino energy distributions in the data for
the selected right{sign(unhatched histograms) and wrong{sign sample (hatched his-
tograms).
Lepton sources Right{sign Wrong{sign
bbaryons 475  22 105  10
bmesons 161  13 146  12
c baryons 4  2 15  4
cmesons 45  7 45  7
others (K; ) 13  4 7  3
fake 36  6 31  6
Table 1: Monte Carlo composition of wrong{ and right{sign samples after selection.
the number of background events in the right{sign Monte Carlo sample is well re-
produced by the wrong{sign sample and that their corresponding average charged
lepton and neutrino energies are also consistent.
The Monte Carlo study shows that the signal events in the wrong{sign sample
do not introduce any bias. The average charged lepton energy and the average
neutrino energy originating from the b semileptonic decays are extracted from the
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Wrong{sign hE`i (GeV) hEi (GeV)
Data 8:68 0:28 3:89  0:39
Monte Carlo 8:67 0:23 4:01  0:29
Table 2: Comparison of the numbers of wrong{sign events and their average charged
lepton and neutrino energies, in data and in Monte Carlo.
Monte Carlo background Events hEli (GeV) hEi (GeV)
right{sign 259 8:68  0:26 3:81  0:35
wrong{sign 244 8:50  0:27 3:53  0:32
Table 3: Comparison of the number of background events in the right{ and wrong{
sign events and their respective average charged lepton and neutrino energies in the
Monte Carlo.





hERS`; i   fbckhEWS`; i

; (7)
where hERS`; i and hEWS`; i are the average charged lepton or neutrino energies mea-
sured in the right{sign and the wrong{sign samples respectively; fbck is the back-





where NWS and NRS are the number of selected wrong{sign and right{sign events
respectively. In data, the background fraction is fbck = 0:33  0:02. In the Monte
Carlo (Table 1) the background fraction is higher (47%) due mainly to the under-
estimation of the inclusive c ! X branching ratio in the ALEPH Monte Carlo.
This discrepancy has no inuence on the b polarization measurement.
5 Results
The y observable is determined from the average charged lepton hE`i and neutrino
hE i energies for both data and Monte Carlo samples. For the latter unpolarized
b Monte Carlo samples with and without background are compared. The results
are presented in Table 4. The y value from the qq Monte Carlo sample is similar
to the one extracted from the background{free b Monte Carlo signal. This shows
the reliability of the background subtraction described in the previous section. The





= 1:12  0:10 ;
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Sample hE`i (GeV) hEi (GeV) y
Data 10:94  0:34 5:59 0:38 1:96  0:17
Monte Carlo qq 11:07  0:41 6:47 0:51 1:71  0:18
Monte Carlo signal 10:49  0:13 6:00 0:15 1:75  0:06
Table 4: The average charged lepton and neutrino energies of the selected b semilep-
tonic decays in data and Monte Carlo and their corresponding y values.
where the quoted error is statistical only and takes into account a  20% correlation
between the charged lepton energy and the neutrino energy.
The b polarization is extracted from the comparison between the measured
Rdatay value above and that expected for dierent b polarization values as shown in
Fig. 4. The result is
















0. −0.25 −0.50 −0.75 −1.
Figure 4: The method used to extract the b polarization value. Comparison be-





Missing energy 100 MeV 0:04
Lepton energy 80 MeV 0:02
Ry calibration 0:025 +0:06 0:05
Background fraction fbck 33  7% +0:03 0:02
Reconstruction and acceptance 0:02
+c polarization 0:01
Theory (m2c=mb2, QCD) 0:01
Total +0:08 0:07
Table 5: Systematic uncertainties
6 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered. Their contributions to
the total systematic error on the b polarization measurement are summarized in
Table 5.
6.1 Charged lepton and neutrino energy measurements
The b polarization is determined from R
data
y which relies on a comparison of the
average charged lepton energy and the average neutrino energy measurements in
the data with those in the Monte Carlo. It is therefore crucial to have a good
agreement between data and Monte Carlo for the charged lepton energy and the
missing neutrino energy measurements. For this purpose, dedicated hadronic events
control samples are used. Since the selected (+)l sample has a b purity of 90%,
control samples enriched in bb events are considered.
6.1.1 Charged lepton energy
The agreement of the charged lepton energy measurement in Monte Carlo and data
is studied using two control samples selected from hadronic events: i) a sample A
of inclusive lepton events with bb lifetime tag, selected as described in Ref. [16] (b
purity  96%), and ii) a sampleB of inclusive lepton events with a lepton transverse
momentum pT > 1 GeV=c (b purity  90%). Table 6 compares the average lepton
energy in Monte Carlo and data from the two control samples. They agree within
80 MeV. The shapes of the lepton momentum spectra in data and Monte Carlo for
the two control samples agree also very well.
Since many potential sources (e.g. hadronization, mass of charmed hadron, ...)
of this small disagreement cancel in the ratio with the neutrino energy, the 80 MeV
dierence is to be taken as a conservative upper uncertainty on y. Varying the
average charged lepton energy within 80 MeV leads to a b polarization error of
0:02.
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hE`i (GeV) sample A hE`i (GeV) sample B
Data 8:34 0:02 10:26  0:03
Monte Carlo (qq) 8:26 0:03 10:27  0:05
Table 6: The average charged lepton energy in the two inclusive lepton control
samples A and B.
hEmissi (GeV) sample A hEmissi (GeV) sample C
Data 6:10 0:03 1:03  0:04
Monte Carlo (qq) 6:16 0:03 1:10  0:04
Table 7: The average missing energy in two control samples (with and without
lepton) for data and qq Monte Carlo.
6.1.2 Neutrino energy
To study how well the missing energy measurement in the Monte Carlo reproduces
that in the data, two control samples selected in hadronic events are used: i) the
sample A used above and ii) a sample C of bb lifetime{tagged events without
leptons (b purity 90%). The two control samples are independent by construction.
They allow for an estimation of any bias in the missing energy measurement due to
imperfections in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Table 7 shows the average missing energy in the two control samples for data
and Monte Carlo. In the two samples, the data and Monte Carlo agree to within 70
MeV. In the lepton sample, which corresponds to the analysis sample, the agreement
is at the 60 MeV level.
In order to study the inuence of particle identication on the missing energy,
events containing an identied proton, K,  or K0S are selected in the tagged or
the anti-tagged lepton hemisphere. The dierences between the average missing
energies in data and Monte Carlo are consistent with those observed in the inclusive
samples.
Varying the average missing energy in the b semileptonic decay Monte Carlo
sample within 100 MeV leads to a systematic error of 0:04 on the measured b
polarization.
6.1.3 Ry calibration
The lepton inclusive sample B is taken as a calibration sample for Ry. As b mesons
( 90% of b hadrons) are unpolarized and the measured b polarization value
is rather low, the Ry of this sample should be close to 1. The value obtained
is 1:05  0:01 showing a discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo for high pT
leptons. To take this disagreement into account, the central value of the Rdatay in
the b polarization analysis is shifted by  0:025 and a systematic error of 0:025
is associated to Ry. This conservative procedure overestimates the systematic error
as includes the neutrino and lepton energy uncertainties, already counted. The b
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polarization value is shifted by +0.045 and the induced error is 0:05.
6.2 Background fraction
The fraction of background events enters the determination of the average charged
lepton and neutrino energies (Eq. 7). The dierence between the number of wrong{
sign events in the data and the Monte Carlo is of the order of 20%. This corresponds
to an error of 7% with respect to the right{sign sample, and translates to a sys-
tematic uncertainty of +0:03 0:02 on the b polarization.
6.3 Corrections due to reconstruction and selection cuts
The analytical curve that reproduces the variation of Ry as a function of the b
polarization is used to extract the b polarization. A correction is introduced to
take into account the eects of the reconstruction and the selection cuts on Ry (see
Section 3.3). Varying this correction within its error leads to an uncertainty on the
b polarization of 0:02.
6.4 +c polarization
The +c polarization in b events can aect the results of the present analysis. Cuts
on the  momentum (at 3 GeV=c) and on the angle between the  and the charged
lepton (45) can introduce biases due to the topological correlation between the
spin states of the b and the 
+
c . Since in the ALEPH Monte Carlo the 
+
c and
b baryons are unpolarized, a dedicated Monte Carlo is used to produce the decay
chain b ! +c `  `, +c ! + where both b and +c are polarized. The +c
events are weighted using the function
W (cos ) = 1 + cPc cos  ; (8)
where  is the angle between the  and 
+
c momenta in the 
+
c rest system, Pc is
the +c polarization and c '  1 as measured by CLEO and ARGUS [17].
The branching ratio of c ! + is overestimated by a factor 3 in order to
account for the non-zero analyzing power of the other channels. Varying the +c
polarization from 0 to  1 leads to a variation of the b polarization of 0.02. Half
this value is quoted as a systematic error and the central value is shifted by +0.01.
6.5 Theoretical errors
Theoretical errors arise from three sources.
 The poorly known ratio of the charm and beauty masses enters the theoretical
determination of y. Varyingm2c=m
2
b between 0.06 and 0.13 leads to a negligible
change of b polarization.
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 Non{perturbative corrections appear only to O(QCD=mb)2 [11](a quantity of
order 1%) and are neglected.
 Perturbative QCD corrections turn a small percentage of the b events into
four-body decays, due to the presence of gluons which produce a small loss in
sensitivity. These corrections are calculated in Ref. [18]. Varying s between
0.10 and 0.30 leads to an uncertainty on the b polarization of 0:01.
Combining the systematic errors from the dierent sources in quadrature leads
to a total systematic error of +0:08 0:07. The nal b polarization value, including the







The b polarization has been measured using semileptonic decays selected from
a data sample of approximately 3 million hadronic Z decays collected with the
ALEPH detector between 1991 and 1994. The b semileptonic decay events were
selected using the charge correlation between the (+) system and a lepton in
the same hemisphere of a hadronic Z decay. The nal sample consists of 462  31
b candidates. The ratio between the average charged lepton energy and average
neutrino energy of this sample is sensitive to the b polarization. This ratio was
normalized to that extracted from an unpolarized sample of b semileptonic Monte






This result corresponds to a loss of (7626)% of the initial b quark polarization in
the process of fragmentation down to b. This surprisingly small polarization value
is two standard deviation from expectation ( 0:69  0:06). Barring the existence
of V + A currents, which are not observed in the quark sector, this result may
point to depolarizing mechanisms occurring during hadronization which are yet to
be understood.
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